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Not the Soviet Union

For the summer of 1992, my early plans for Pakistan or Greenland had
fallen through, so I was at a loose end. Then I remembered seeing a note
in the Alpine Club Newsletter about a trip to the Pamir. I picked up the
telephone and made the necessary last-minute arrangements. The trip
was to be a joint one: four British and sixteen from the former USSR.
My three compatriots were Tony Park, an excellent rock-climber and one
of the younger generation of Alpine Climbing Group members, Phil
Thornhill, well-known for his international soloing exploits, and Gordon
Dyke, who is even older than me. He~used to climb with Peter Harding in
the 1940s, now lives in Switzerland, and has only recently taken up high
altitude mountaineering.

This motley team were to join up with sixteen climbers from the city of
Minsk, capital of the former Soviet state of Belarus* ('White Russia'). They
had fairly simple objectives: ascents of the ordinary routes on Pik Kom
munisma (7400m) and Pik Korzhenevskaya (7100m), highest and fourth
highest mountains in the former USSR, and conveniently accessible from
the same base camp. Over the phone we tacitly let them think that we
would be joining them on these ascents. However, I mentioned to Tony
that perhaps when we got there we could do our own thing, and bring a
bit of free enterprise into ex-Soviet sport.

We flew to Moscow by Aeroflot. The food on the plane was exactly what,
in total ignorance, I would have expected from Russian haute cuisine: meat
and three veg - solid, nutritious and uninspiring; as if some committee of
the supreme Soviet had purpose-designed the menu for maximum solidity,
nutrition and lack of inspiration. Subsequent meals in their cities and
mountains for the next five weeks did nothing to change that impression.
At Moscow airport we were welcomed by our host, Tolya, and a few of his
friends. They took us for another solid meal in a restaurant, then on to the
station and the night train for their-native Minsk. Before we boarded the
train, they gave us an enigmatic piece of advice: 'Don't talk loudly - if
they know you are foreign they might charge you extra money'. What
sort of bribery and extortion was this? Later on, we realised what it was
all about. Under the old Soviet system, foreigners had to pay for all
accommodation and transport within the USSR in hard currency and at a
cost much greater than Soviet citizens would pay. This part of the system

* The citizens of this country do not like to be confused with Russians. They
have recently changed the spelling of their country from the better-known
'Byellorussia' to 'Belarus' which is an older version and sounds less like 'Russia'.
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had survived the recent reforms intact, but our guardians were passing us
off as locals, which further reduced the cost of our trip. In fact, so low is
the rouble on the exchange markets, that the whole five-week trip cost us
only £650 each, including the £250 air fare from London to Moscow.

After our journey as honorary Russians, our friends took us to their
parents' dacha in the woods outside Minsk. Every middle-class Russian
seems to aspire to such a country retreat. Most of the recent ones are DIY
built, in whole villages of dachas, with gardens abundant with fruit and
vegetables. Later we met the rest of the team. One of these was Leonid, a
short stocky man with a ruddy complexion and a smiling face - a sort of
Belarussian Don Whillans. He was introduced as their 'trainer'. I recalled
accounts of Russian climbers' early morning PT sessions. What sort of
people had we got involved with? But we needn't have worried. Leonid's
'training' also matched Whillans', his favourite exercise being a sort of
'one arm lift', but using smaller weights - vodka rather than beer.

We were treated with the greatest possible hospitality by our Russian
hosts - whoops, Belarussian hosts; calling them 'Russians' is rather like
accusing a Welshman of being 'English'. Forget past images of cold-war
Soviet leaders saying 'nyet'. These people are as friendly as any in the
world - especially so now that the Communists are out of power. Under
the Soviet system all foreign parties were accompanied by a KGB minder
who made sure that none of their own people behaved in a friendly way
towards these capitalist decadents. Now that the KGB have gone, there
are 50 years of repressed international friendship to be made good; but
they do also have their own interests: hard currency. No doubt they made
a little profit from us, which would have helped to cover the cost of their
own trip. We did not begrudge that, since the cost to us was so trivial.

We flew from Minsk to Dushanbe, capital of Tadzhikistan, a journey
further than from London to Moscow, again posing as locals. The four of
us were easily lost amongst sixteen genuine Belarussians. We travelled on
to the last small town, Djurgital, some by light plane, others by truck with
the baggage. Somehow I had imagined that this Muslim country would
be similar to others I had visited - Pakistan, Morocco, etc - with their
bustling markets and distinctive culture. But alas, Soviet conformism had
laid its heavy hand even on this far-flung corner of the empire. Dushanbe
and Djurgital alike had drab workers' flats and near-empty markets.

Djurgital was the last town before the mountains. In the Karakoram or
the Himalaya we would have been trying to hire porters for the walk-in to
Base Camp. But things were different here. Our baggage was put in a big
heap on the airstrip. In flew the biggest helicopter I had ever seen. We
piled in the luggage. This was no flimsy alpine mountain-rescue machine,
but a huge throbbing monster, with rotor blades 40ft across and strange
pod attachments to the body. I bet this had seen service as a gun-ship in
Afghanistan. Forty minutes later we were disgorged into a huge ablation
valley at 4200m - the Moscvina Glacier Base Camp.
. This place used to be an international mountaineering camp run from

Moscow. Foreign visitors were housed in big permanently-sited tents with
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full board. Now it is run by the Tadzhikis themselves. You can still get the
fully laid on accommodation or, as we did, you can pitch your own tents
and do your own catering. For this we paid a small 'camping fee' for
which a rubbish collection service was provided and a small wooden porta
loo erected near our camp. Half a mile away was the old international
camp which boasted such facilities as a couple of shops and. a bar (high
prices and limited stocks) and a very efficient sauna! All this was at one
end of the ablation valley which formed a large triangular plain bounded
by the lateral moraines of two glaciers. Parties from various nations, ex
Soviet and otherwise, had their camps around its edges. The flat central
part was left clear for helicopter landings, which occurred most days as
various parties came and went. Most of the time there seemed to be about
150 to 200 people in residence - quite a little village.

Our large dining tent, complete with tables and benches improvised from
wooden packing cases, was the centre of social life, with much noisy vodka
oiled singing and raucous merriment in the evenings. The ever-present
threat of high-altitude weight loss ~as thankfully reduced by our hosts'
dietary custom of three solid meat and veg meals per day. Whatever the
truth of the western media's tales of Russian food shortages, we were cer
tainly at no risk from undernourishment. We were also well entertained
by Cordon, who had an endless supply of stories of life in the British Navy
in the Pacific during the Second World War, and subsequently working
for British intelligence in eastern Europe.

This international village of a base camp had one other British party: a
commercially guided group from 'Out There Trekking' who aimed to get
their clients up Pik Kommunisma. In fact they did not do this, owing to
the heavy snow cover in 1992, but managed the next best thing and guided
most of them up Pik Korzhenevskaya, the other seven thousander nearby.
Although the concept of guided climbing may not appeal to everyone, it
did seem that these folk had a good time, and certainly a successful one,
under the guidance of Jon Tinker and Mark Miller. (Sadly, Mark died a
few weeks later in the Kathmandu air crash.)

The objectives of most Russian and east European teams were ascents of
the big peaks by their ordinary routes. The big peaks also have many
harder routes, and there is plenty of scope for new routes on all but the
highest peaks. Most smaller peaks have been climbed by their ordinary
routes. During the summer of 1992 many parties did the ordinary route
on Pik Korzhenevskaya; later, when the heavy snow had consolidated,
they also did the ordinary route on Pik Kommunisma. 'Peak of Four', one
of the easier six thousanders, had several ascents as a training peak or for
'winding down'. Hardly anything else seemed to have been done.

One exception was Pik KCB (c5600m) just across the glacier from Base
Camp. It had an attractive NE face which looked across to us. The face
was about nOOm high and similar to many an Alpine D/TD ice face. The
centre of the face had a formidable serac barrier which gave it an initially
off-putting appearance, but this could easily be avoided on the left. It
looked so obvious that we thought it must have been done before. We
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asked Leonid and some others. They pointed to the ridge on its left and
said that was the way. Our Doctor had a radio. We asked him if he had
heard a weather forecast. Tomorrow the weather will be bad. But maybe
it will be good.' He seemed to have little confidence in forecasts. We took
a small Gemini tent across the glacier and camped below the face. Not
being well acclimatised, we doubted our ability to get up and down in a
day, so we took a stove and sleeping-bags, the extra weight guaranteeing
that we would have to bivouac, but making this tolerable. As a concession
to lightweight tactics, we left the tent behind.

North-east faces get early morning sun, so we started at midnight,
climbing unroped by head torch. We were halfway up by dawn. Then we
gradually slowed down, suffering the combined effects of fatigue, under
acclimatisation, enervating and dehydrating exposure to the sun, softening
snow and steeper terrain. Most of the ground was typical 50 degree snow
and ice, with several minor bergschrunds thrown in, and one longer steep
pitch, about Scottish grade 4, near the top. We reached the summit in the
late afternoon and descended the upper part of the E ridge to a bivouac.
Next morning, the promised snowfall came a day late. We completed our
descent by a 'mystery tour' down the SE face. Tony took half my load on
top of his and took it back to Base Camp, while I went round the corner to
retrieve our tent.

Back at base, the Minsk lads were generous with their congratulations.
Leonid in particular had a hug like a bear. They now admitted that it was
probably a new route. But they did have a few uncomprehending ques
tions: 'How did you move so fast at the start?', 'Why did you go so slow
near the top?'

Meanwhile, they had started to move on Korzhenevskaya. It seems that
they get a lot of kudos for ascents of all the four 7000m peaks of the former
USSR, and they were very keen to bag these two. They seemed strangely
unconcerned about acclimatisation. They laid great emphasis on fitness,
as if mountaineering were yet another Olympic sport. Most of their equip
ment was primitive: paraffin stoves on the hill, home-made rucksacks,
various species of bendy boots, and overweight crampons without front
points, looking like something from an Alpine museum. They certainly
needed to be fit with all that excess weight to carry. But they got up Pik
Korzhenevskaya at only their second sortie, after just one 'acclimatise and
carry' trip. Phil, as always operating alone, also succeeded on this peak,
but not without signs of fatigue. A few days later, Tony and I followed in
their footsteps, along with several other parties. It was not just a snow
plod - there were two or three slightly technical sections - but the local
guides had previously put fixed ropes on these, so reducing the route to a
level suitable for all and sundry. Gordon had trouble with an old-injured
knee, so was disappointed.

Back at base, we took a two-day rest and the good weather ended. The
Minsk lads were on Pik Kommunisma and had an exciting couple of days
descending in a whiteout. Phil was also caught out after his first solo
ascent of the N face of Pik Korova (6220m), an impressive, if somewhat
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serac-threatened face. He finally staggered into camp looking like a latter
day Captain Oates, much to the Belarussians' relief - they had given him
up for dead.

On a clearer day our return helicopter landed, but then departed without
us in an attempt to help a French party stranded by the storm high on
Kommunisma. Unloaded, it flew to over 7000m in a vain mission to drop
them food, fuel and medical supplies, an attempt which was foiled by
strong winds - a stern reminder of the risks inherent in climbing high
mountains without enough time to acclimatise, exacerbated by rapid access
by helicopter.

The high mountains of the former USSR are well worth a visit at present.
There are no permission requirements or peak fees, the bane of visits to
high mountains elsewhere in Asia. Little English is spoken so, unless you
speak Russian, it is best to go as some sort of combined party with a team
from an ex-Soviet country. But you had better go soon, for who knows
how the politics of this volatile region will change in the next few years.

Summary: In July-August 1992 Tony Parks, Dave Wilkinson, Phil Thornhill
and Gordon Dyke joined a party of sixteen Belarussians for a five-week
stay at the Moscvina Glacier Base Camp in Tadzhikistan. PikKorzhenev
skaya (7105m) was climbed by the normal route. Pik KGB (c5600) was
climbed by the NE face - a new route by Tony Parks and Dave Wilkinson
(D/TD). Phil Thornhill climbed a new route on Pik Korova (6200m): the
N face.
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